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Status Issue # Category Comments 
Changed 3564 RemoteSoft 

Protector 

Reverted back to RemoteSoft Protector V3 !! Please see notes in email announcement regarding 

implications 

Fixed 3541 Charts Pivots and WoodiesPivots indicators could calculate pivots wrong on defined combination of session 

definition and time zones. 

Fixed 3544 General NT now can handle negative realtime data. 

Fixed 3545 Charts Reloading bars data could set auto scale of indicator to true on multi-series charts when other than default 

session template was applied. 

Fixed 3546 Charts Bar series and indicators could be selected on different than containing panel 

Fixed 3547 Charts Price labels of indicators with "Calculate on bar close" set to  true could be off 1 bar on non equidistant 

charts. Price labels showed up in wrong color on penultimate bar 

Fixed 3548 Charts Indicator error messages in log could appear when realtime chart containing indicators and strategies chart 

was closed. 

Fixed 3549 Charts Timestamp of daily bars on chart didn't always reflect the session end of the last to that daily bar associated 

intra-day session. 

Fixed 3550 Strategy Analyzer Trades in Strategy Analyzer on a daily chart were placed on wrong bar index 

Fixed 3551 Market Replay Crash when reversing an ATM with a shadow strategy 

Fixed 3552 Workspaces Restoring workspaces containing multi series chart with indicators on several series could throw exception 

in indicators. 

Fixed 3553 Charts Bars series for actual date could have wrong merge offset when session beginning on pre-day(s) and today is 

rollover date of the requested instrument 

Fixed 3554 Strategy Analyzer Right click on Instrument/Optimizer/WalkForward grid->Save had set some fixed timestamps and not the 

actual timestamp. 

Fixed 3555 Hot Key Manager Hot Key Manager could crash when trying to remove a hot key on a collapsed group. 

Fixed 3557 Session Manager Calculation of time when contracts roll could be wrong, leading to gaps or missing sessions in data. 

Fixed 3558 Basic Entry +/- buttons would no longer work after pressing them multiple times rapidly. 

Fixed 3559 Strategies grid Right click->Edit strategy->Cancel did change strategy settings regardless. 

Fixed 3560 Charts Disabling/enabling strategies did not properly live orders attached to the prior instance of the strategy which 

resulted in syncing issues on the new strategy instance. 

Fixed 3561 Historical Data 

Manager 

If all data rows for one node were 'excluded', changes weren't saved, so data was still there. 

Fixed 3562 MBT adapter Requests for daily historical data could yield error 26. 

Fixed 3563 Market Replay Panel height ratio were reset on moving slider 
 


